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PTE ANSWER SHORT QUESTION 2019

#1. Listen the audio and answer the question in one or few words.

[audio mp3="https://www.pteexampreparation.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/1.mp3"]

REFERENCE: [expand title="Click Here for TRANSCRIPT and ANSWER"] Piece of paper that you bought an item - a receipt [/expand]

#2. Listen the audio and answer the question in one or few words.

[audio mp3="https://www.pteexampreparation.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/2.mp3"]
What is the study of stars and planet called? - **astronomy**

**#3.** Listen the audio and answer the question in one or few words.

[audio mp3="https://www.pteexampreparation.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/3-1.mp3"]

In business and davit, what is PR stand for? - **public relations**

**#4.**

[audio mp3="https://www.pteexampreparation.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/4-1.mp3"]

What emergency service called at seeing? - **coastguard**

**#5.**

[audio mp3="https://www.pteexampreparation.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/5-1.mp3"]

What crime has someone stealing from shop committed? - **shoplifting**

**#6**

[audio mp3="https://www.pteexampreparation.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/6-1.mp3"]

What are the things that "hens lay" called? - **eggs**

**#7.**

[audio mp3="https://www.pteexampreparation.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/7-1.mp3"]

What general part of the day is known as dawn? - **a sunrise**

**#8.**


What point of the compass is not directly opposite to North? **West or South**? - **West**
#9.


REFERENCE: [expand title="Click Here for TRANSCRIPT and ANSWER"] If you are feeling "fed up" it is positive or negative feeling? - a negative feeling [/expand]

#10.


REFERENCE: [expand title="Click Here for TRANSCRIPT and ANSWER"] What is the most important document you would have to show if you would hire a car? - a driving license [/expand]

#11. Listen the audio and answer the question in one or few words.


REFERENCE: [expand title="Click Here for TRANSCRIPT and ANSWER"] Where would you go to work out on a trade mill? - a gym or gymnasium [/expand]

#12.

[audio mp3="https://www.pteexampreparation.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/12-1.mp3"]

REFERENCE: [expand title="Click Here for TRANSCRIPT and ANSWER"] What is the quickest way to travel from Hongkong to Paris? - By plane [/expand]

#13.


REFERENCE: [expand title="Click Here for TRANSCRIPT and ANSWER"] Which language is most commonly spoken in Britain? - English [/expand]

#14.

[audio mp3="https://www.pteexampreparation.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/14-1.mp3"]

REFERENCE: [expand title="Click Here for TRANSCRIPT and ANSWER"] Which parts of the body are used for hearing sounds? - Ears [/expand]

#15.
What is the synonym of idea beginning with C? - Concept

Language is normally expressed in two forms - Spoken and what? - Written

In which organ of the body does thinking occurs? - Brain

How many languages can normally a person can speak? - One

Would most people spend the greater amount of eating, drinking or sleeping? – Sleeping

The science of animal life is called? - Zoology
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